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Abstract
The Indonesian bankruptcy regime tends to be harsh to the debtors, especially the individual debtors. In contrast, the creditors possess the right to pursue the debtor’s outstanding debts even after the bankruptcy process. For that reason, this article aims to argue why it is rational for the Indonesian government to implement a debt discharge policy in the Indonesian bankruptcy regime. This article employs a normative research method, using a conceptual and comparative approach. The result of this study is based on the debtor cooperation theory and the humanitarian theory of debt discharge. Hence, it is rational for the Indonesian government to implement a debt discharge policy for individual debtors. The first and second Sila of Pancasila is also in line with these theories. Consequently, as a member of society, the individual debtor should be treated with dignity and humane values, which includes debt forgiveness. Nevertheless, not every debtor is deserves to be discharged from his debts. Therefore, it is rational for the Indonesian government to implement the debt discharge policy in the amendment of Indonesian bankruptcy law to protect the honest but unfortunate individual debtors.

INTRODUCTION
Indonesian bankruptcy regime tends to be harsh and does not provide sufficient legal protection on the debtors, in this case, individual debtors. According to the historical fact, it is undisputed that bankruptcy law was admittedly intended to provide debtors unrelenting treatments in the early time.1 The bankrupts were treated punitively. For example, the debtors might be stripped off from all of their assets without any exemptions, the revocation of citizenship, sold as enslaved people, imprisonment or even worse, the death penalty.2 During the development, bank-
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bankruptcy law does no longer viewed as a mechanism to punish or humiliate the debtors. Since the early 19th century, bankruptcy law has been viewed as a solution to financial distress which is faced by debtors from diverse classes, whether the debtor was a huge corporation or a mere individual. For instance, in the United States of America, since the 1960s bankruptcy system had been regarded as a legal protection system, as a part of the Federal Fresh Start Program (debt discharge), a wise financial strategy and as a simple settlement to temporary setbacks.

The debt discharge principle is one of the universal bankruptcy principles recognised by most countries globally. Jackson argued that one of the advantages that bankruptcy law could offer to individual debtors is debt discharge. An individual debtor might be wiped off his left-over debts, which he cannot pay any more as long as the debtor does not break the existing bankruptcy law norms. Discharge bestows the freedom to an individual debtor from the restraints of his creditors so that he can return to the economic wheel, which to earn and consume.

Gross stated: "For debtors, the ideal system provides a fresh start, premised on the recognition that mistakes happen, but debtors can be rehabilitated through forgiveness." In other words, a debt discharge principle is a form of the principle of balance that should be accommodated in a bankruptcy law system. The Indonesian bankruptcy law explicitly declares that the Indonesian bankruptcy regime has adhered to the principle of balance, which one of which is to provide debtor protection from bad faith creditors. Unfortunately, the Indonesian bankruptcy regime does not adhere to the debt discharge principle.

The central issue lies in Article 204 Law No. 37 of 2004 on Bankruptcy and Suspension of the Payment, which states that after the distribution list becomes final and binding, the creditor repossesses the rights of enforcement against the debtor's assets to cover the unpaid claims. The creditors could still force the bankrupt individual debtors to satisfy the future's outstanding debts unless the creditors are satisfied with the fulfilment of the claims. This condition gives rise to legal uncertainty and unprotected rights of the individual bankrupts.
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There are two prior studies on debt discharge policy in Indonesia. First, the study conducted by Ikhwansyah and Retnaningsih in 2017. This study describes the legal status of individual bankrupts’ post-bankruptcy decision and the bankrupt individuals' outstanding debts under the Indonesian bankruptcy legal framework and vaguely argue the importance of providing a debt discharge policy for the individual debtors. Second, the study conducted by Toha and Retnaningsih in 2020 highlights that Indonesian bankruptcy law ought to adhere to debt discharge policy in order to grant a fresh start to the individual bankrupts as a part of bankruptcy law development in Indonesia. This study focused on the normative aspect and did not explain the theoretical foundations to support the claim. Both of these studies failed to argue and explain the theoretical foundations to justify the debt discharge policy in the Indonesian bankruptcy regime. Therefore, this article argues why it is essential for the Indonesian bankruptcy regime to adhere to the debt discharge policy for the individual debtors while analysing the theoretical foundations which support the claim.

To attain the aims, the article shall attempt to answer the following legal issues, which will be explained in the analysis and discussion section: 1) What are the theoretical foundations that justify the debt discharge policy for the individual debtors? 2) How debt discharge policy for individual debtors is regulated in the United States of America, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and France bankruptcy systems? 3) What is the rationalisation to adopt a debt discharge policy in the Indonesian bankruptcy regime? 4) What are the restrictions of the debt discharge policy for the individual debtors?. Subsequently, the final section shall describe this article's conclusion and a closing statement.

RESEARCH METHODS

This article employs a normative research method by utilising a systematic study on Law No. 37 of 2004 on Bankruptcy and Suspension of the Payment, the United States Bankruptcy Code, Insolvency Act 1986, Insolvency Rules 2016, Netherlands Bankruptcy Code, French Consumer Code to examine how each law regulates the debt discharge for individual debtors.. The comparative approach is also utilised in this article to examine the development and regulation of the debt discharge policy in two common law countries: the United States of America and the United Kingdom, and two civil law countries, France and the Netherlands. This article also utilised a conceptual approach to analyse two theories to build a solid legal argument in rationalising the debt discharge policy in the Indonesian bankruptcy regime. The article utilised secondary data, which consists of primary legal materials, such as Law No. 37 of 2004 on Bankruptcy and Suspension of the Payment, the United States Bankruptcy Code, the United Kingdom Insolvency Act 1986, the United Kingdom Insolvency Rules 2016, the Netherlands Bankruptcy, and the French Consumer Code. The article also utilised secondary legal materials,
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such as books, scholarly articles, proceeding articles, and internet sources. The data required in this article were collected through the library study. The collected data will be processed and organised in a logical scheme to present the solution to this article's issue.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION}

\textbf{Theoretical Foundations for Debt Discharge Policy}

\textbf{Debtor Cooperation Theory}

Tabb proposed the debtor cooperation theory. This theory provides a historical justification for the debt discharge policy.\textsuperscript{19} The theory asserted that debt discharge is based on a theory that discharge will inspire the debtor to act cooperatively in a bankruptcy process.\textsuperscript{20} Tabb provided a more detailed description of this theory. Tabb describes discharge as "carrot bound in front of a rabbit (the debtor)." Hence, the debtors are willing to collaborate with the trustee and the creditors to identify, collect and liquidate the debtors' assets in a bankruptcy process.\textsuperscript{21}

There will always be a debtor in the business reality who drowned in an insolvent state because of pure bad luck or lousy business management.\textsuperscript{22} The first bankruptcy laws were harsh and provided a coercive debt collection method to the creditors.\textsuperscript{23} The harsh treatment towards debtors encourages them to devise numerous deceptive tactics, such as assets concealment or assets transfer to the third party, rendering other predicaments for the creditors in the debt collection process.\textsuperscript{24}

In its development, bankruptcy law was then designed based on a debtor's cooperative action toward his creditors while maximising their claims' fulfilment.\textsuperscript{25} If the debtor is proven to be dishonest and not cooperative, then the discharge shall not be granted.\textsuperscript{26} The possibility of achieving discharge gave the debtor incentive to surrender all of his assets to be redistributed among his creditors, which will maximise the debt recovery rate and decrease the bankruptcy administrative costs.\textsuperscript{27} The rationale of debt discharge has changed the main feature of bankruptcy law that stayed for around 200 years long which is utilised as a debt collection tool by the creditors into a system that provides debt relief for the debtors.\textsuperscript{28} This theory justifies the
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discharge delay or even denial of discharge for the non-compliance debtors. An "carrot and rabbit" approach tends to improve the debtors' cooperative rate in bankruptcy processes.  

The Humanitarian Theory of Debt Discharge

Karen Gross and Richard introduced the humanitarian theory of debt discharge. E Flint. This theory emphasises the notion of rehabilitation and demonstration of mercy toward the individual debtors as a reasonable justification for granting debt discharge. According to Gross, a debt discharge is considered appropriate if these four preconditions are satisfied: 1) There must be a wrong committed by the debtor, which fails to fulfil his/her financial obligations, 2) The debtor's failure to fulfil his/her financial obligations caused harm to the creditors, 3) The creditors resent the debtor's failure to honour his/her financial obligations, 4) The debtor admitted his/her wrongdoing and accessing the bankruptcy system as a step to rectify his/her mistake.

Subsequently, Gross argued, the debt discharge renders a restorative function for both the debtors and creditors. The debtor that had applied for bankruptcy petition will face the consequences in scrutiny of all his/her private and financial affairs. This condition will enable the creditors "to feel that the disequilibrium created by non-payment has been at least partially restored." Gross then explained that the bankruptcy process's transformative power provides the debtors with an opportunity to reclaim self-esteem and recover as productive members of society. Debtors' rehabilitation is a part of the responsibility of treating the member of society humanely. Debt discharge promotes self-respect values; therefore, if the debtors are treated with the motives of retaliation and retribution, this does not indicate respect or humane values.

Flint provides a more profound view regarding the humanitarian theory. Flint's viewpoint of this theory was based on the morality theory of natural law. According to Flint, the bankruptcy law has evolved from "one retaliation and punishment, to compensation for creditors, to compassion and concern for the less fortunate in our society." It was stated that the moral responsibility of the society to assist the debtor drowned in profound financial distress is more meaningful than the debtor's moral responsibility to resolve his financial obligations. If a debtor was left in a bankruptcy state without discharge, then the debtor will lose his right to enjoy his earnings and to sue for personal wrongs except for the interest of the bankruptcy estate. This condition will only make a debtor look like a fugitive, a bondservant to the trustees, contrary to natural justice.
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The debt discharge process could also be comprehended as an acknowledgement from the legislator regarding the intrinsic value of human dignity, which implies a debtor should be allowed to earn a living once again. Discharging a debtor from his debt burdens allows him to maintain the minimum standard of living and sets him back on a route to self-determination. Therefore, the legislator viewed the discharge as a sign that human dignity has value. Releasing a debtor from the shackles of debt could be considered as a morally equitable response to the suffering of an honest but unfortunate person. Morality and basic humanity expect the law to exhibit compassion and mercy towards the pointless suffering of a debtor. Thus, Thomas Aquinas stated that humans have eternal reasons to dissociate evil and good. The ending of a debtor’s pointless suffering by providing debt discharge is considered as one of many good actions to do by a human.

Existing Condition in Indonesian Bankruptcy Regime Regarding Individual Bankrupt Status

The current Indonesian bankruptcy regime does not distinguish the bankruptcy proceedings either for individual or legal entity debtors (corporate debtors). Indonesian bankruptcy law defines a debtor as "a person who possesses debt because of agreements or by law which its satisfaction can be enforced in front of the court." The phrase "person" in jurisprudence could be interpreted as a legal subject, either an individual or a legal person. In other words, any kind of debtor is going through the same process in the Indonesian bankruptcy regime. This will bring identical legal consequences to both individual or legal entity debtors post-bankruptcy proceedings.

The Indonesian bankruptcy regime adheres to the collective debt claim principle by providing general seizure to all debtors' assets as a payment guarantee towards the creditors' claims. Bankruptcy law ensures a mechanism that prevents the creditors' race individually from collecting their claims to the debtor. This kind of debt collection, while harming the creditors’ interest, is also ineffective and inefficient. The bankruptcy law in Indonesia is merely regarded as a tool for creditors to enforce claims from their debtor, either individual debtors or legal entity debtors, by liquidating their assets as a means of payment.

In the Indonesian bankruptcy regime, if a debtor has been announced bankrupt by the court, the debtor will subsequently lose all the rights on his assets. The trustee will take over the control of the bankruptcy estate under the supervision of the appointed judge. The bankruptcy estate will be auctioned, and the outcome will be distributed among the creditors accord-
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Rationalisation of Debt Discharge Policy for Individual Debtors in Indonesian Bankruptcy Regime

According to the *pari passu*\(^{51}\) *pro rata parte*\(^{52}\) principle, Article 204 Law No. 37 of 2004 on Bankruptcy and Suspension of Payments states that after the closing assets distribution list becomes final and binding, the creditors reobtain the right to enforce the debtor's outstanding debts. Boldly saying, if a debtor still possesses debts to his creditors' post-bankruptcy process, the creditors still possess the right to claim the remaining debts. This condition will indeed render it difficult for individual debtors to raise back from financial difficulties because sometime in the future, their creditors might attempt to claim the remaining debts. Even worse, the particular debtor could be declared bankrupt by the court for the second time if the creditors are willing.\(^{53}\)

A different situation exists for legal entity debtors. If the debtor's assets are not sufficient to compensate its debts, then by law, the debtor will be dissolved.\(^{54}\) Thus, the debtor does not need to bear any responsibility for the outstanding debts.\(^{55}\) This circumstance will promote injustice and does not provide adequate protection for the interest of individual debtors. In its nature, individual bankruptcy has two aspects: the debtor's assets and the individual debtor himself.\(^{56}\) An individual debtor in the bankruptcy process ought to let go of his assets while given an opportunity to defend his dignity as a human by obtaining debt discharge.\(^{57}\)

Unfortunately, the Indonesian bankruptcy regime does not consider an individual debtor as humankind whose dignity ought to be preserved; in contrast, what is considered essential in the Indonesian bankruptcy regime is merely the debtor's assets for his creditors' interest. This matter conflicts with the moral value of natural law and the principle of balance, which is the Indonesian bankruptcy regime adhered to. If a legal entity debtor is dissolved by law because it cannot resolve its outstanding debts, the individual debtor should be awarded the same opportunity. The referred opportunity is by providing debt discharge for the individual debtors.

**Debt Discharge Policy in Several Jurisdictions**

This section shall compare and describe the debt discharge policy in several jurisdictions. The chosen countries are two countries from common law tradition and two countries from civil law tradition, namely the United States of America, United Kingdom, Netherlands, and France. The following comparison is made to present a comprehensive overview of the debt discharge policy in these comparison countries.

**United States of America**

The debtors in the United States are entitled to exercise several bankruptcy procedures regulated in Title 11 of the United States Code (The Bankruptcy Code), i.e., Chapter 7, 11, 12, and 13.\(^{58}\) The general procedure for individual debtors is in Chapters 7, 12, and 13. Chapter 11 is a reorganisation procedure specially designed for corporate debtors who are currently in financial
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distress. Chapter 7 is a liquidation procedure in which an individual debtor honestly exposed all of his assets and financial affairs to the court in the hope of obtaining legal protection in the form of automatic stay and discharge.\textsuperscript{59} Chapter 12 and 13 are reorganisation procedures for individual debtors, while Chapter 12 is designed especially for farmer and fisherman debtors.\textsuperscript{60}

Essentially, Chapters 7, 11, 12, and 13 have their specific discharge regulations.\textsuperscript{61} In order to provide a more focused insight, this section shall discuss only Chapter 7 discharge. Chapter 7 is commenced by an individual debtor who filed a bankruptcy petition to the court, which jurisdiction includes the debtor's domicile. The debtor must include assets, debts, income, current expenditure statements, and ongoing sale and lease contracts in his bankruptcy petition.\textsuperscript{62} Besides, the debtor must also attach the proof of credit counselling participation, which originates from a certificate granted to a debtor after completing credit counselling.\textsuperscript{63} After the debtor files his petition to the court, the debtor shall be granted an automatic stay.\textsuperscript{64} The law does not justify every attempt from the creditors to collect, harass, or even seize the debtor's assets in this stay period.\textsuperscript{65}

In the span of 30 days since the date of the Chapter 7 petition was filed, the debtor shall be summoned by the court to attend the creditors' meeting known as the "341 hearing".\textsuperscript{66} The debtor's honesty and accurate information in his petition, including the attached statements, is the main reason the creditors' meeting is held.\textsuperscript{67} In the span of 60-90 days since the filing date and there is no objection from the third party or the creditors, the court will provide discharge to all of the debtor's debts before the discharge award date.\textsuperscript{68} Therefore, the creditors are not allowed to collect the discharged debts, and the debtor gained another opportunity to raise back and participate in the economic wheel.

The immediate discharge is like a two-edged sword. On one side, it might help the honest but unfortunate debtors. On the other side, it might be abused by dishonest debtors. The sly debtors would abuse the discharge feature to escape their liabilities toward the creditors. In April 2005, the United States President signed Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Customer Protection Act (BAPCPA) into effective law.\textsuperscript{69} The reason for this enactment was to prevent debtor abuses arising from the 1978 United States bankruptcy law reform.\textsuperscript{70} The exclusive feature of BAPCPA is the “means test”. The means test was implemented to restrict eligibility for discharge under Chapter 7 and force the debtors to go for Chapter 13 procedures.\textsuperscript{71}
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If a debtor's current monthly income is higher than the state's median income while the debtor is filing for a Chapter 7 procedure, the debtor must take the means test.\(^\text{72}\) The means test measures specific expenses and deductions such as tax against a debtor's current monthly income. The test was done to determine whether the debtor holds extra income to propose a Chapter 13 plan. In other words, the means test determines whether a "presumption of abuse" rises or not in a Chapter 7 petition. By law, any debtor who filed for Chapter 7 would be presumed to be abusing the bankruptcy system until proven otherwise.\(^\text{73}\) If the debtor failed in the means test, the Chapter 7 petition might be dismissed or converted to the Chapter 13 procedure on the debtor's consent.

**The United Kingdom (England and Wales)**

Bankruptcy in the UK basically can be distinguished into corporate and individual bankruptcy. At first, the Insolvency Act 1986 and Insolvency Rules 2016 (which repealed Insolvency Rules 1986) were efforts from the UK government to harmonise between individual and corporate bankruptcy provisions.\(^\text{74}\) However, since 2020, the UK Parliament has issued CIGA (Corporate Insolvency and Governance Act), similar to the United States' Chapter 11.\(^\text{75}\) CIGA amends several provisions in Insolvency Act 1986 and Company Act 2006. It is evident because CIGA was intended for corporate bankruptcy matters.

The UK bankruptcy regime recognises three methods for individual bankruptcy, which are Bankruptcy, Debt Relief Order (DRO), and (Individual Voluntary Arrangement (IVA).\(^\text{76}\) Bankruptcy is a process where an insolvent individual debtor surrenders all of his assets and income to obtain a discharge from all of his prevailing debts. DRO is a procedure similar to bankruptcy, but it is intended for the extremely poor debtor, which held unsecured debts below 20,000 GBP and was never involved in a business transaction in the last two years.\(^\text{77}\) IVA is a procedure similar to the United States' Chapter 13, in which an individual debtor negotiates with his creditors regarding his debt restructure.\(^\text{78}\)

The individual debtor who seemed overburdened by his debts may file an online bankruptcy petition. An adjudicator from the Insolvency Service under the UK government will process the petition and determine whether the petition is accepted or declined.\(^\text{79}\) The debtor will not be granted an immediate discharge if the petition is accepted, such as in the US's Chapter 7 process. Instead, there is a waiting period of one year before the discharge is granted.\(^\text{80}\)
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the debtor has obtained debt discharge, there is a possibility that the debtor is obliged to pay his remaining debts to his creditors for three years. If the debtors held any surplus income, then based on the Income Payment Order or Income Payment Agreement, the remaining debts must be settled according to the agreement for at least three years. However, in reality, the financial position of the discharged debtors is frail. Only about 15-20% of the debtors hold surplus income to resolve their remaining debts.\(^81\)

**The Netherlands**

The Netherlands bankruptcy regime contains some similarities with the Indonesian bankruptcy regime. The similarities result from the historical fact that the Indonesian bankruptcy law is a legacy from the bankruptcy law employed in the Dutch colonialism era in Indonesia back to the 18-19\(^{th}\) century.\(^82\) Both Netherlands and Indonesia bankruptcy regimes recognise Bankruptcy and Suspension of the Debt Payment Obligation procedures. The difference between the Netherlands and Indonesian bankruptcy regimes lies in the individual bankruptcy procedure. Since 1998, the Netherlands government has regulated the Debt Restructuring Procedure for Individual Debtors (*Wet Schuldsanering Natuurlijke Personen*, "Wnsp") in the Netherlands bankruptcy regime. Wnsp is regulated under Chapter 3 of the Netherlands Bankruptcy Code.

The court may grant debt discharge to an individual debtor who holds good faith yet cannot repay his prevailing debts to his creditors.\(^83\) An individual debtor, sole trader, a partner in a partnership, or a freelancer who is unable to pay all of his debts may file for debt restructuring in two ways: First, the debtor may file for a debt restructuring procedure provided by the Debt Restructuring Facility in his municipality. Second, the debtor may file for a debt restructuring procedure to the court, with help from a debt restructuring counsellor or a lawyer.\(^84\)

The requirements for a debtor to obtain Wnsp are as follows:\(^85\) 1) The debtor has acquired a written statement from the debt restructuring counsellor in the municipality or a Wnsp lawyer, stating that his voluntary debt restructuring had failed. 2) The debtor has not filed for Wnsp for the last ten years. 3) The debtor did not induce his debts from fine, fraud, or reckless spending for the last five years, and the debtors must be deemed administrative appropriate. 4) The debtor or not hold debts that arise from criminal activities. 5) The debtor committed to gaining as much income as possible to repay his debts.

If the fore-mentioned requirements are examined thoroughly, it could be inferred that honesty and good faith from the debtor become an essential indicator in determining a Wnsp procedure's success. If a Wnsp is granted, the debtor will adhere to a strict debt repayment plan for three to five years.\(^86\) The debtor must work or find a job to earn income in order to repay his
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restructured debts. The Wnsp administrator will calculate the amount of income that the debtor may keep for his living expenses. The remaining income will be used to repay the creditors. The debtor is not authorised to create new debts during this procedure. The judge would award him a debt discharge if the debtor succeeded in satisfying all of his Wnsp obligations (also known as “schone lei”). The debtor is no longer compelled to satisfy his outstanding debts.

France
France's bankruptcy regime distinguishes bankruptcy procedures for individuals and corporations. The individual bankruptcy procedure is governed under Article L33-1 of the French Consumer Code. In contrast, the corporation bankruptcy procedure is governed under the Book VI of the Commercial Code (Des Enterprises en Difficultes). Initially, France's individual bankruptcy regime was processed through court proceedings. This kind of system caused difficulties in the coordination among the creditors. Since 1989, France government has introduced an administrative instrument that functions besides the current legal system to assist the individual who suffers from over-indebtedness. The system's core is the Departmental Commissions for Over-indebted Individuals, an institution under the France Central Bank. This Commission was established to decrease the courts’ workload in terms of bankruptcy cases.

The individual debtors must deliver truthful information to the Commission regarding their assets and financial affairs. The Commission will then perform an inquiry on the debtor's petition for a maximum period of three months. The Commission possesses the authority to suspend the debtor's obligation to settle his or her debts for up to one year. The Commission may also order to reschedule the debtor's debts and adjust the interest rate. The Commission may only recommend a payment plan. If both debtor and creditors do not agree on the payment plan, the case will be submitted to a judge. The judge holds the authority to force the Commission's recommendation to the party or design a new payment scheme. When filing the petition to the Commission, the debtor's good faith presents an important role. The Commission reserves the right to decline a petition from the debtor if it is indicated that the debtor holds lousy faith.

Suppose the debtor suddenly cannot live up to the plan expectation during the payment plan exercise. In that case, the Commission can recommend a debt discharge without liquidation or a debt discharge followed by a liquidation if the debtor's assets are enough for his debts. These conditions will eventually lead to suspending the creditors' collection rights to the debtor and wiping out all of the debtor's non-professional debts.
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Based on the comparison description above, it could be inferred that countries with common law traditions such as the US and UK tend to operate the individual bankruptcy procedure by the courts. In contrast, countries with civil law traditions such as the Netherlands and France tend to hold the individual bankruptcy procedure by an institution outside the judicial power. UK, Netherlands and France do not implement immediate discharge to the debtors. The debtors must exhibit a best effort to repay their debts to the creditors in a certain period before the debts are finally discharged. The non-existence of immediate discharge procedures in the UK, Netherlands and France is because of the strong influence of the *pacta sunt servanda* principle in Europe. A contractual relationship that the party has agreed upon must be honoured and performed in good faith, which is a moral duty to keep their promises. It will not be fair for the creditors if their debt is discharged immediately without any attempts to repay the debt. The debtor's best effort to repay his debts before obtaining debt discharge is a sign of good faith and honour in the contractual relationship with the creditors.

**Rationalisation of Debt Discharge Policy in Indonesian Bankruptcy Regime**

Besides the collection purposes, bankruptcy law has developed an extra purpose. That purpose is the rehabilitative purpose of a debtor. This rehabilitative purpose is morally justified from the viewpoint of the humanitarian theory of debt discharge. From a moral point of view, the debt discharge of a debtor holds two different sides but is interconnected. First, it is about the commitment of society to a debtor. Second, it is about the commitment of a debtor to society. The commitment of the debtor and society depends on each other. Society is a group of individuals; thus, society's well-being depends on the well-being of the individuals who are part of it. Individual debtors must respect their financial obligation to society. The debtor's failure or unwillingness to pay his or her debts will hurt the creditors' well-being, who is also a part of society. Unfortunately, not every debtor possesses the capacity to fulfil their financial obligations without facing any struggles. If a debtor's well-being decreases, then the society's well-being where that debtor ensconces is also decreased. Therefore, society ought to help its member who is suffering from difficulties. This obligation is morally justified by humanitarian theory. If an individual debtor is suffering from financial distress, society's help provides a debt discharge. Consequently, a complete understanding of a debtor's debt discharge's moral dimension may guide a moral justification of debt discharge policy in a bankruptcy regime. Suppose someone has understood the moral dimension of a matter. In that case, the person is believed to employ natural law methods by utilising morality principles to determine numerous choices of a collection of human virtue and values. Moral thinking obliges someone when he is about to justify an action; the person must connect the action with a principle or value, which becomes
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the main reason for the justification.101 Hence, if a debt discharge is morally approved, there must be a value that justifies it.

Humans are autonomous agents, which means humans are filled with free will. A debtor's promise to repay his debts is a part of this free will.102 The debtor's autonomy indicates that the debtor has a prima facie moral duty to keep his promises to settle debts.103 When a debtor goes insolvent, the debtor has lost his prima facie duty to perform his obligation. An insolvent debtor does not possess any moral obligation to repay his debts; therefore, the debtor will not commit any moral wrong.104 The termination of moral duty must be acknowledged by revoking any legal actions to enforce the moral duty. This revocation can be accomplished by the debt discharge policy as an instrument to revive the autonomy of a debtor.105

Debt discharge for an individual debtor in the Indonesian bankruptcy regime can be justified, especially if inspected from Pancasila's perspective as Indonesia's philosophical basis.106 If one pays close attention, the theory of humanitarian debt discharge is in line with Pancasila's second Sila, which states "Just and Civilised Humanity" (Kemanusiaan yang Adil dan Beradab). The second sila, which carries humanity's value, expects every Indonesian person to be civilised to carry out humanity's purpose optimally.107 Pancasila expects every Indonesian person not to be an individualistic or socialist man, but as a "monodualist" man. It means that Indonesia acknowledges humans as both individualist and socialist creatures in harmony, balance, and congenial.108 Every action of humankind must be just and humane towards himself, others, and God.

Indonesia places civilised and just human values as its philosophical basis; therefore, it will bring a consequence. The consequence is that every state administration will assure to exercise the value of humanity. The value of humanity involves recognising and realising human dignity, human rights, and human freedom.109 Every human action in the Pancasila view must be just by giving himself and others what is appropriate and entitled.110 Human is God's most perfect creation. Human perfection lies within civilised acts based on moral principles.111

In the case of debt and human rights, Article 19 paragraph (1) Law No. 39 of 1999 on Human Rights states that no offence or crime of any kind is punishable by the confiscation of all convicted property. Article 19 paragraph (2) states that nobody by a court decision may be sentenced to imprisonment based on the inability to fulfil a debt obligation. The article has re-
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revealed that the Indonesian government has acknowledged the fundamental human right of freedom, including freedom of over-indebtedness and the opportunity to earn a living. In relation to bankruptcy, if an individual debtor cannot afford to settle his debts, the creditors should perform their best to relieve the debtor's burden as a member of society. The debtor's burden easing can be accomplished by administering debt restructuring and, finally, debt discharge.

Based on the debtor cooperation theory, as a member of society, the debtor should attempt his best to satisfy his financial obligations to the creditors, who are also society members. If the debtor has sought his best to settle his debts, but there are still outstanding debts, then it became the creditors' moral obligation as the members of society to forgive the debtor by providing debt discharge. This way, the debtor will be able to earn a decent living and return as a productive member of society, which will increase society's overall well-being. The discharge could be regarded as a reward for the debtor's honesty and earnest efforts to satisfy his debts as considerably as possible.

The just and civilized humanity continues the principle of Belief in the One and Only God, the first *sila* of Pancasila. Human behaviours toward others must also be just according to religious values. Indonesia's majority population is Muslim. Islam teachings, like other teachings, does include legal aspects. One of the legal aspects of Islamic law (*sharia*) is bankruptcy law. The basis for Islamic bankruptcy law lies in the QS Al-Baqarah 2:280. It was stated that: “and if the debtor is in straitened circumstances, then [let there be] postponement to [the time of] ease. Furthermore, if you give freely [i.e., voluntarily forgive the debt], it will be better for you, if you only knew”. Many scholars regard this verse as the foundation of debt forgiveness in Islamic bankruptcy law.

Ironically, this Islamic bankruptcy law value is not adopted in the Indonesian bankruptcy regime. This condition is in contrast to the humanitarian theory of debt discharge. The individual debtors in Indonesia are not treated with the value of dignity and humanity. Even the United States, as one of the most capitalistic nations globally, still acknowledged debt discharge policy to the individual debtors. Frankly speaking, Indonesia’s bankruptcy regime that ought to origins from the Pancasila is harsher and more ruthless than the United States’ bankruptcy regime.

Based on the reasoning above, it is possible and rationale for the Indonesian government to acknowledge the debt discharge policy. The debt discharge policy will be in line with the *Pancasila*, particularly the first and the second *sila*.

To implement the debt discharge policy, Indonesia can learn from the Netherlands. Both Indonesia and the Netherlands share a similar bankruptcy regime. Indonesia needs to append
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individual bankruptcy procedures in its bankruptcy regime. The Indonesian government may establish a new institution in every municipality specialising in credit counselling and debt restructuring for individual debtors. If the debtor is proven to be honest and cooperative during the restructuring period, he or she may be discharged from all of the outstanding debts by the end of the period.

The proposed procedure will promote justice and legal certainty for the individual debtors who are honest yet unfortunate in the economic wheel. One may raise a question: why not award the individual debtors immediate discharge similar to the US bankruptcy regime? The immediate discharge is not a bad idea, but it must be exercised with extreme caution. A reckless immediate discharge will promote injustice for the creditors. The dishonest individual debtors might seek to abuse the system for getting away with the debts. The United States of America has learned this kind of abuse potential and employed means test for most debtors in Chapter 7, except the debtor's current monthly income is lower than the state's median income. This kind of procedure is quite complicated and is not easy to implement. Therefore, it is advised that the Indonesian government learn from the Netherlands' Wnsp procedure since it will promote justice for both debtors and creditors. It is also morally justified; the debtor will strive his best to honour his debts while the creditors also help relieve the debtor's burden because of overindebtedness.

**Limitation of The Debt Discharge Allowance**

It does not necessarily mean that every bankruptcy petition by the individual debtor must be awarded a debt discharged by the end of the procedure. Bankruptcy is supposed to be an instrument of forgiveness to the deserving debtors; instead, some debtors might utilise it as an instrument of abuse to avoid their financial obligations.\(^\text{118}\) King argued that if the procedure for obtaining a debt discharge is way too simple, then there are three potential methods of bankruptcy abuse by dishonest debtors. First, the debtors will file serial bankruptcy petitions. After the debtor obtains a debt discharge, he will try to file another petition soon after obtaining new debts. Second, the abuse from individual debtors that are still capable of settling their financial obligations; instead of paying their creditors directly, they opted for the bankruptcy procedure to settle the debts, which is unnecessary in this context. Third, the individual debtors borrowed money in a large sum then filed for bankruptcy in the hope to obtain a discharge and getting away with the large sum of money.\(^\text{119}\) Hence, the bankruptcy law should determine the criteria of an individual debtor that deserve for obtaining a debt discharge.

The main criteria of obtaining a debt discharge are concerning the debtor's honesty in a bankruptcy process. A debt discharge could be awarded to an honest debtor who discloses all of his financial affairs in most bankruptcy regimes.\(^\text{120}\) The United States Supreme Court in *Local Loan v. Hunt*\(^\text{121}\), stated that discharge should only be awarded to the honest yet unfortunate
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debtors. This decision is a precedent for numerous following cases. Therefore, every debt owed by an individual debtor through dishonest and fraudulent acts will not be discharged.122

Section 523 (a) of the United States Bankruptcy Code prescribes nine types of debt that are not dischargeable, which consist of:123 1) Debts incurred by the tax; 2) The misleading statements by the debtor regarding his debts; 3) Debts that are not disclosed honestly by the debtor in his debt list; 4) Debts incurred from theft or embezzlement; 5) Debts incurred from the obligation of household sustenance; 6) Debts incurred from damages as the result of tortious acts; 7) Debts incurred from fines; 8) Debts incurred from student loans; 9) Debts that are not stated in the previous bankruptcy process.

As mentioned above, there are three generally accepted reasons why the debts will not be discharged. First, the debts raised from the debtor's acts are unaccepted by the social, moral and legal norms. Second, the debts involved a greater public interest than the debtor's interest. The third is the combination of the first and second reasons.124 In other words, debt discharge is not an absolute right of a debtor; instead, it depends on the debtor's honesty in the eve and during the bankruptcy process.125

Another reason that may cause the court to deny granting a debt discharge to the debtor is the illegal acts performed by the debtor before and during the bankruptcy process. For example, the debtor transferred or concealed his assets from the creditors during the bankruptcy process or in one year before the bankruptcy petition is registered to the court, the debtor transferred or destroyed his assets after the bankruptcy petition is registered to the court. The debtor’s honesty regarding the information on his assets is also essential. The court may also deny a debt discharge award if the debtor forged, damaged, or destroyed his financial documents. The debtor delivers false testimony or presents a false witness regarding his bankruptcy case and the failure of the debtor to obey the court's order.126

According to the debtor's cooperation theory, the cooperative, honest debtors will be discharged of their outstanding debts. In contrast, dishonest debtors should be punished. Aside from being denied a discharge, the sly debtors must be subject to criminal sanctions such as imprisonment and fines. This view is in line with the reward and punishment concept. The abuse of the bankruptcy system by the debtor is a fraud to the court and the creditors. If the debtor's fraudulent acts remain unpunished, it will adversely affect the overall bankruptcy system.127

A bankruptcy fraud will bring at least three adverse consequences on the social and economic aspects if left unpunished, such as:128 1) The government will have reduced tax revenue.
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2) The cost of credit becomes expensive. The creditors might develop a fear of the risk of being scammed by the debtor; the high-interest rate compensates for the high risk of credit; 3) Finally, unpunished bankruptcy fraud will decrease public confidence towards honesty and integrity of a bankruptcy system.

Consequently, legal provisions that punish an individual debtor who attempts to abuse a bankruptcy system are indispensable features of a bankruptcy regime. The Indonesian government has to ascertain that before implementing the debt discharge policy, a balancing mechanism has existed in the form of legal provisions which punish abusive individual debtors. The government must also prohibit serial bankruptcy petitions after implementing the debt discharge policy to prevent abuse by dishonest debtors. Thus, it is hoped that the debt discharge policy implementation will be effective, which is only awarded to the honest but unfortunate individual debtors in the economic wheel.

CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that the Indonesian bankruptcy regime does not adhere to the debt discharge policy for the individual debtors, which caused them compelled to resolve the outstanding debts after bankruptcy. Based on the debtor cooperation theory and the theory of humanitarian debt discharge, the debt discharge policy is rational for implementation in Indonesia. The first and second Sila of Pancasila also support the rationalisation of debt discharge policy in the Indonesian bankruptcy regime. Individual debtors are members of society who must be treated with dignity and humane if they cannot afford to settle their debts. It is also recommended that the Indonesian government learn from Chapter 7 of the United States Bankruptcy Code, the United Kingdom Insolvency Act 1986 and Insolvency Rules 2016, Netherlands Wnsp Procedure, and French Consumer Code on debt discharge policy for the individual debtors. Nevertheless, not every individual debtor should be awarded a debt discharge. Only the honest debtor deserves debt discharge. Debts that arise from criminal activities or involve more significant public interests may not be discharged. Hence, the debt discharge policy should be balanced with punishments for the debtors who attempt to abuse the bankruptcy system. Finally, the forthcoming amendment of Law No. 37 of 2004 on Bankruptcy and Suspension of the Payment must adhere to the debt discharge policy to provide legal certainty on implementing the debt discharge policy for the honest but unfortunate individual debtors.
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